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brian.sabourin1.civ@army.mil
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RECEIPT OF LEGAL HOLD/RECORDS FREEZE
For use of this form, see DA PAM 25-403; the proponent agency is AASA.
1.  I have reviewed the Legal Hold/Records Freeze notification pertaining to:
2.  I received the Legal Hold/Records Freeze notification on:
3.  I understand the instructions in the Legal Hold/Records Freeze notification and I agree to identify and preserve the paper, electronic, other records and tangible things relevant to this matter in accordance with those instructions.
4.  I understand that this Legal Hold/Records Freeze notification and guidance applies until the matter is completed.
5.  I agree to report the results of the implementation of this Legal Hold/Records Freeze (whether or not I identify any records) to my command Records Administrator/Manager (RA/RM) and the Army's legal counsel, who will then provide me further instructions as necessary.
6.  I agree to take whatever steps necessary (within my authority) to preserve the records by securing the records in a manner to be determined by the command RA/RM or as otherwise advised by the Army’s legal counsel.
7.  I agree that if it is within my authority to do so, I will take action to suspend routine document destruction processes or electronic data recycling protocols that could automatically overwrite or eliminate records otherwise subject to this hold/freeze.
8.  I agree that if I do not have authority to suspend document destruction processes or electronic data recycling protocols, and I believe there are records that are subject to such systems, I will notify the command RA/RM and the Army's legal counsel so that coordination may be made with appropriate authorities.
9.  I agree that I will create a list, addressed to the command RA/RM and the Army's legal counsel of all records uncovered in my searches. I understand that this list will be subject to CUI/PA restrictions and may not be released to anyone except the command RA/RM or Army's legal counsel.
10.  I agree that if I am aware of records that are subject to this legal hold/records freeze, but which are not accessible to me, I will provide a detailed description of the location where such records are presently maintained, and the person who currently has control of such records.
11.  I agree that if I am aware of records that are subject to this legal hold/records freeze, but which have previously been sent to a Federal Records Center or other long-term record storage facility, I will (1) provide to the command RA/RM and the Army's legal counsel a list of such records and the name and address of the facility; and (2) if approved by the command RA/RM or legal counsel, take steps to retrieve such records from the facility.
12.  I agree that if I am aware of other persons or entities that should receive this legal hold/records freeze or otherwise may possess records related to this matter, I will provide that information to the command RA/RM and the Army's legal counsel. I will supplement this information if I learn of other persons or entities.
a.  I believe that the following persons or entities may have documents responsive to the memorandum and therefore should receive the memorandum:
b.  After performing the search above, I         DID /         DID NOT find documents responsive to the legal hold/records freeze.
c.  If I found documents responsive to the memorandum, those documents, and their description, location and custodian are as follows: Description of Document or Record: Location (e.g., hard drive, Custodian, server, desk, file cabinet or Federal Records Center). If records are stored in a Federal Records Center (FRC): Provide FRC location, accession number from FRC, box/folder within accession (from box level listing) and current disposition date for records at FRC.
13.  I agree that I will immediately notify the command RA/RM and the Army’s legal counsel if I become aware of any intentional or inadvertent destruction of records pertaining to this matter.
14.  Affirmation and Signature:
       I understand that compliance with this Legal Hold/Records Freeze is a continuing duty. Until the hold/freeze is lifted, I will continue to preserve the relevant records and will inform the Army’s legal counsel of any changes to the information I have previously provided.
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